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Chronicles of darkness character sheet pdf download full
There are four quadrants inside the dice roller. Page 1 Page 1 of the Chronicles of Darkness 1E version of the sheet The first page is the primary page of the character sheet. All attributes, skills, and powers can be referenced by using their lowercase named without spaces. Page 3 Page 3 of the Chronicles of Darkness 1E version of the sheet On Page
3 you are given a series of text fields that will dynamically adjust to the game setting you've chosen. Damage is calculated by adding dice to your roll in 1st Edition games and as automatic damage in 2nd Edition. The Edition-options are First and Second editions. It will be displayed at the top of the roll template. Underneath the icon in the lower left
quadrant is a quick preview of what attributes, skills, and powers are being rolled. To check a stat simple click on its name. In addition this section will let you pick the game template(E.g. "Vampire" or "Werewolf"). It is formatted traditionally with the Merit-name on the left, and the level represented in dots on the right. Chance A Chance roll will roll
one a single die, regardless of the dice pool selected, against a difficult of 10 with only results of 10 exploding (rolled again). All of these calculations are done using the rules as listed, depending on which template and edition is chosen from the Settings tab. Str Is the minimum amount of the Strength Attribute a character needs to effectively wear
the armor. Both the Vampire and Mage templates have pre-listed powers. Armor Represents the name or label of the armor your character is wearing. Any of the separate repeating sections can have their roll button, the d10 icon, dragged to their personal quick macro bar for repeated use outside of the character sheet. Supporters of this tier really
help me a long way in covering any current and future costs associated with this project. Certain aspects of the sheet have been stream lined or automated to remove bookkeeping and speed up gameplay. So, clicking on the second bubble with set the trait to two. Page 2 Page 2 of the Chronicles of Darkness 1E version of the sheet The 2nd page
allows you to set up any custom roll you might want to save for your character. Other Traits and Powers The Other Traits-section will adjust to "Disciplines" for the Vampire-template, and to "Arcana" for the Mage-template. Portions of the materials are the copyrights and trademarks of Paradox Interactive AB, and are used with permission. Dice Icon
The d10 symbol will allow you to roll the repeating section to the chat tab. Health, Willpower, Size, Speed, Defense, Armor, and Initiative will all be auto calculated based on rules edition, game template, and other attributes. In return, I will provide my Patrons with regular updates on what I'm working on, share new material with them first and give
early access to work in progress ('beta version'). In addition to setting up static rolls in place of a number of dice for the three part roll, you can put the name of an attribute, skill, or power reference. The sheet defaults to using 1st edition New World of Darkness, but supports the following editions(accessible from the Settings-page): 1st Edition:
Chronicles of Darkness, Vampire, Werewolf, Mage, Promethean, Hunter, Changeling, Geist, and Mummy 2nd Edition: Chronicles of Darkness, Vampire, Werewolf, Mage, Promethean, Changeling, Demon, and Beast General Community CoD sheet Changes from "by Roll20" sheet comunity sheet sourcecode By Roll20 sheet There are many parts of the
sheet that will automatically calculate derived traits, such as Health, Willpower, Speed, Defense, and much more. Any requests and feedback from Patrons will be given priority. Thank you so much for putting your trust in me and supporting me in this passion project. It provides a sixteen slots to fill in with powers and other traits. The key features
are auto-calculations, dynamically selected rolls, and roll templates. For other abilities, powers, or traits, use Page 2. If that bubble is filled then this is the weapon that is currently selected and armed. Simple Roll A Simple Roll will query how many dice you want to roll and return the result based on the explosion options selected. In each part there is
a long field for the name and a small field for the value of the stat. At the top are options to select the edition and game type. The header will dynamically adjust to the game template chosen, however character name and player will always be options. Str Is the minimum amount of the Strength Attribute a character needs to effectively wield the
weapon. This defaults to an Instant action. A specific list of Attribute and Skill combinations is provided in the [Attack Roll] section above. Spd Represents the Speed penalty for wearing that armor. Specializations The Specialization section is set to the lower right hand side so that the players can note them without fear of running out of room in the
Skills section. Attack Roll An Attack Roll is made using the Weapon/Attack that is currently selected on the bottom of the sheet. For more information please visit becoming a patron, you'll instantly unlock access to 4 exclusive postsBy becoming a patron, you'll instantly unlock access to 4 exclusive posts The sheet shows the Chronicles of Darkness 1E
by default, but the other sheets can be accessed in the Settings-pageThis is the guide to both the Official & the Community Roll20 character sheet for Chronicles of Darkness(also know as New World of Darkness). [Please find a link the character sheets below]Why Patreon?Making character sheets and tools for RPG is a lot of fun. Derived Traits Along
the right hand side of the sheet are many of the derived traits of a character. For other games, due to the large number of abilities, you'll have to set up your powers and other unusual rolls on Page 2. Weapon/Attack The combat section of the sheet allows you to detail the attacks your character has prepared, be it a merit, ability, power or weapon.
Description A general text field to add notes, a description, or special features of the custom roll you're setting up. You can set the trait to the corresponding dot by selecting the trait counting left to right. However, I want this Patreon be a chance to get in touch with enthusiasts that share a common interest in RPG tools. The bottom part of the
Settings Page allows you to tweak the auto calculations happening on the sheet. How to help without money?Spread the word. is creating custom character sheets for TTRPGs like the World of DarknessSelect a membership levelYour support is highly appreciated and will go a long way to help me in doing what I do. Fast Reflexes 0 Adjusts initiative
by the amount set to accommodate unusual powers, abilities, or traits. Small Framed Unchecked Removed a size when checked and corresponding health level. If that bubble is filled then this is the armor that is currently selected. Merits There are 16 slots for merits. Other attributes will be added or removed depending on these settings such as
Morality replaced for the game's equivalent, power states such as Blood Potency will be added along with other resources like Vitae. If the character isn't strong enough the difference is added as a penalty to the attack roll. These automatic calculations can be edited based on merits and or house rules from the Settings tab. Each repeating section has
certain options. For the rest, please contact me...FAQ: Where can I download your most recent character sheets?Right Here >>> Link to Google Drive. And of course, once the general framework is established, I am looking forward to other / upcoming games set in the World of Darkness and/or Chronicle of Darkness. available in seven languages
(ENG / GER / FRA / ESP / POR* / POL* / ITA*) * v4.0 soonform-fillable PDFsminimal fize sizes (perfect for online chronicles; printer-friendly)customizable (numerous alternative designs & Clan logos in PDF layers)modular layout (4-page layout w/ numerous optional pages)PDF scripting (e.g. EasyFill Assist & mixed multistate checkboxes for proper
tracking of damages)constantly updated & improved (your feedback is highly welcomed)In the future, I plan numerous quality of life changes that would further set the sheets apart from the alternatives, i.e. more PDF scripting, more designs, more languages and improved layout. Explosion Options The Explosion Options in the lower right hand
quadrant of the Dice Roller gives you the ability to adjust what kind of explosion or roll again mechanics apply to your current roll. The sheet is also available in French, and further language can be added, more info here. Rating Represents the ballistic and impact ratings of your armor. Use my character sheets and share them with your friends! Any
feedback is appreciated - via Patreon or not. You are the best. Trait levels are represented traditionally as dots between one and five. The Chronicles of Darkness/New World of Darkness sheet has all of the functionality of a pen and paper character sheet and much more. If you find bugs or mistakes or if you have suggestions for improvement, please
find me on Discord and let me know. 2 out remaining 3 can be solved by changes in the settings. Here, you go. The right quadrants are the roll options, including three methods of dice rolls in the upper right and explosion threshold options in the lower right. Depending on what you choose certain game mechanics will be automatically calculated
differently, such as combat damage, initiative, and more. In addition to the existing fields, there are two repeating sections at the bottom of the list for you to add as many details as you want to your character. You can tell that a stat is checked when it becomes highlighted with its game's color. Any of the attributes or skills can be checked to be
included in a sheet roll. Welcome to my Patreon and please enjoy your games! ;) Why should you use my character sheet?My character sheets are... Keep in mind though, this is still just a hobby.Depending on the demand, I might provide tiers for commisions and heavy costumization requests. Type Offers you a dropdown list of preselected attack
options. The 2nd page starts off empty by default but you can add as many repeating sections as you want to either the left or right hand columns. 9-Again A 9-Again roll will roll the selected dice against a difficult of eight with results of 9 or 10 exploding (rolled again). Bonus Willpower 0 Adjusts Willpower by the amount set to accommodate unusual
powers, merits, or traits. Base Size 5 Sets a creatures base size, which also reflects in the character's health levels. If your roll only uses one or two stats you can leave the rest blank and it won't be included in the roll. I am looking forward to hearing your ideas.FAQ: What programs do you use? Many Browser Extentions and other PDF viewers handle
formfillable data, PDF layers and JavaScript differently. I use a rather old license of the Adobe Creative Suite CS6, including Illustrator CS6, Photoshop CS6 (for design and illustration) and Acrobat X Pro (for editing PDF forms). All of character sheets are made under the DarkPack Agreement and are made available for free regardless of tier.Support
the continued development of this project.Access PDFs provided via PatreonGet the lastest version via Google DriveAccess and comment on beta versions and work in progressHelp me decide on difficult decisionsGet access to basic and advanced TutorialsYou want to toss a few coin to your witcher? Choose the option that best represents the nature
of your attack. Thank you very much. Stat Description Roll Is the name or label of the custom roll you're setting up. If the character isn't strong enough the difference is added as a penalty to attack rolls. You have my eternal graditude. It is a great excercise and works great as recreational time for me. Ini Represents the initiative penalty for wielding
that weapon. A central place to list out all of their powers, rituals, and spells. For example Strength can be called with @{strength}, Animal Ken can be called as @{animalken}, and Vigor as @{vigor} etc. Note that this penalty will automatically be included if the weapon is selected. Dice Roller The Dice Roller can dynamically roll any combination of
attributes, skills, and powers. I want your feedback and I am open for suggestions and ideas. Both of these sections will transfer seamlessly. The sheet is intelligent enough to predict a legal roll. For example, if you have Strength and Athletics selected and then choose a different skill like Brawl, the sheet will deselect Athletics for you. The upper left
quadrant shows a d10, ten sided dice. Sheet Roll A Sheet Roll will use whichever attributes, skills, or powers that are currently checked on the character sheet. Def Represents the Defense penalty for wearing that armor. Attributes and Skills The Attributes and Skill sections remain consistent between editions and game settings. Weapon/Attack
Represents the name or label of the attack your character has prepared. If a combat roll is made from the sheet roller, this weapon will be used in that roll. The roll is determined by the weapon and edition you're playing. Option Description Normal A Normal roll will roll the selected dice against a difficulty of eight with results of 10 exploding (rolled
again). These specialization are not automatically included in skill rolls and have to be added as situational modifiers at the time of the roll. Disciplines and Arcana can be selected for sheet rolls like Attributes and Skills. Species Factor 5 Sets a creatures species factor, which also reflects in the character's speed. Thank you so much.All of character
sheets are made under the DarkPack Agreement and are made available for free regardless of tier.Support the continued development of this project.Access PDFs provided via PatreonGet the lastest version via Google DriveHelp me decide on difficult decisionsAccess and comment on beta versions and work in progressGet access to basic and
advanced TutorialsYou are awesome. Source Is a place to notate what book and page number your abilities comes from for easy reference. Also, experience beats will be added if a 2nd edition game template is chosen. The benefits and penalties of the armor are reflected in defense, armor, speed and initiative calculations. Settings Page The
"Settings"-page for the Chronicles of Darkness 1E version of the sheet The Settings Page has two sections. All traits have an invisible, until hovered over, option to set the trait to zero on the far left of the visible dots. Fleet of Foot 0 Adjusts speed by the amount set to accommodate unusual powers, merits, or traits. Dmg Represents the amount of
damage your chosen attack does. While I do not plan to make a lot of money with this passion project, I am aware that it might generate some costs going forward, e.g. for software subscribtion, a dedicated website or web space. Description A general text field to add notes or special features of the armor. Please feel free to contact me anytime. If I
can help you in any way, I am sure together we will find a solution.All of character sheets are made under the DarkPack Agreement and are made available for free regardless of tier.Support the continued development of this project.Access PDFs provided via PatreonGet the lastest version via Google DriveAccess and comment on beta versions and
work in progressHelp me decide on difficult decisionsGet access to basic and advanced TutorialsAbout NerdbertHi everyone! My name is Patrick. The community version was based on the Official sheet, but have several updates & fixes made that is lacking on the official on. Bonus Health Levels 0 Adjusts Health Levels by the amount set to
accommodate unusual powers, merits, or traits. You can select them in Sheet Rolls like attributes and skills. 8-Again A 8-Again roll will roll the selected dice against a difficult of eight with results of 8, 9, or 10 exploding (rolled again). Type Attribute and Skill Brawl Strength + Brawling Melee Strength + Weaponry Gun Dexterity + Firearms Thrown
Dexterity + Athletics Brawl* Dexterity + Brawling Melee* Dexterity + Weaponry Note: A weapons damage is either added to the roll in first edition or added as automatic damage if there is a hit in Second Edition. Action Provides a dropdown of action options for what kind of action using the ability costs. I want you to have a character sheet that
grows with your character and campaigns. 7 out 10 issues can be solved by switching to Adobe Acrobat. I will do my best to follow up on requests, suggestions and feedback as fast as possible. All standard rolls and many powers can be rolled as a Sheet Roll directly from this page. Mag Represents the amount of ammo the weapon holds. Sz
Represents the weapon's size and how difficult it is to conceal. Stat Description Selected To the far left of the attack is a bubble. Note that it will use whatever exploding options are selected at the time of the roll, from the Dice Roller in the upper right hand corner of the sheet. Clicking on this icon will roll with whatever dice roller options you have
selected. If you like what I am doing, your support is very much appreciated.Rewards?Be sure, that any major updates to the character sheets will always be shared freely continuing forward. Armor Stat Description Selected To the far left of the attack is a bubble. Stats There are three options for stats separated by plus signs. Giant Unchecked Adds a
size when checked and corresponding health level. About a year ago, I started making modern interactive character sheets for tabletop RPGs set in the World of Darkness starting with sheets for the recent Vampire: The Masquerade 5th Edition. This is the tier for you. Changing the game template will set certain default powers and settings for some
templates and update the character sheet background style. The settings are defaulted to normal but allow you to change the following: Setting Default Description Defense Trait Lowest Determines what attribute is used between Dexterity and Wits to determine your base Defense Score. All rights reserved. Beside that, I usually use VSCode and/or
NotePad++ as my code editors. FAQ: My character sheets don't seem to work - what am I doing wrong?I strongly recommend to use of Adobe Acrobat to open, modify and save the character sheet. Note that this penalty will automatically be included if the armor is selected. Please note, the material shared on this website is fan content and does not
represent official World of Darkness material from Paradox Interactive.
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